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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a bidirectional communication between K node pairs, where each node is equipped
with multiple antennas and has a message to be transmitted to
its communication partner. There is no direct link between the
2K nodes and a relay is employed to enable the communication.
It is assumed that the relay does not have enough antennas to
perform receive and transmit zero forcing. As interferences are
unavoidable at each receiver, we call this channel K user pair
symmetric relay interference channel. We show that the Degrees of
Freedom (DoF) achievable by the multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) Interference Alignment in such a K user pair symmetric
relay interference channel are the same as in a K user symmetric
interference channel [1] without a relay. Besides this, the presence
of a relay simplifies the algorithm for computing the alignment
solution. We propose a two step closed form solution for the
alignment problem based on the two way relaying protocol.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, interference alignment has evolved as an efficient
technique to handle interferences at high signal to noise ratio
(SNR). In [1], interference alignment is introduced for a K user
interference channel, where K nodes want to communicate with
their corresponding partners. In case of interference alignment,
the receiver subspace is divided into two halves: the useful
subspace (USS) and the interference subspace (ISS). All transmitters choose their transmit signals such that at each receiver,
all the interferences are within the interference subspace, thus
leaving the desired signal subspace interference free [1]. The
sum capacity per user is shown to be
1
log(SN R) + o(log(SN R)).
(1)
2
At high SNR, the second term becomes negligible and every
user is able to achieve (almost surely) one half Degrees of
Freedom (DoF), resulting in a total of K/2 degrees of freedom
in the system. Interference alignment can be achieved in time,
frequency and spatial dimensions. In this paper we consider
interference alignment in the spatial domain.
In [2], iterative methods have been proposed for MIMO (spatial) interference alignment in a K user interference channel.
The iterative algorithms can only converge if an alignment
solution is feasible for the considered scenario. In [3], [4],
feasibility conditions for the interference alignment are derived
in terms of the number of antennas at each node and the number
of nodes in the system. In [2], a K user single input single
output (SISO) interference channel is also considered. Here, a
single antenna relay is used to help interference alignment. By
SR =

transmitting the signal directly from the source to the destination and additionally indirectly through a relay using altogether
two time slots, a virtual MIMO scenario is created. Iterative
algorithms can be applied to this virtual MIMO channel to
achieve the alignment solution [2].
In [5], a MIMO Y channel with three multi-antenna nodes is
considered. Each node wants to transmit independent messages
to the other two nodes. There is no direct path between the
nodes. A relay is used as a means to connect the nodes. In
the first time slot, all the nodes transmit their signal to the
relay such that for any given receiver, the self interferences and
the useful signals are aligned at the relay [5]. In the second
time slot, the relay performs physical layer network coding
based selective interference nulling beamforming to transmit
the signal to the receivers [5].
In [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and the references therein, multiuser two-way and multi-way relaying has been considered
from different perspectives, however, not utilizing interference
alignment approaches. They consider users with single antenna
where the pairs are separated in code dimension or signal level
or spatial dimension assuming the relay has enough antennas
to perform transmit and receive zero forcing.
In this paper, we consider a bidirectional communication
between K node pairs. Each of the 2K nodes wants to transmit
d data streams to its partner. Each node has multiple antennas
and there is no direct path between any two nodes. A halfduplex relay with multiple antennas is used to enable their
communication. It is assumed that the relay does not have
enough antennas to perform receive and transmit zero forcing.
The interferences at each receiver are of approximately the
same average power as the useful signal and if not treated
properly, they will limit the system capacity. Hence, we call this
channel a K user pair symmetric relay interference channel.
The term symmetric implies that each of the 2K node has the
same number N of antennas. The nodes can use their antennas
to perform interference alignment. We derive the feasibility
conditions for interference alignment in terms of the number N
of antennas at each node and the number 2K of nodes in the
system. Then, the value of the achievable degrees of freedom
in the system is obtained. We propose a two step algorithm
based on two way relaying to achieve the interference alignment
solution.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II, the
system model is introduced. In section III, the feasibility condi-
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Hrj Vj dj + nr ⎦ + nk ,
yk = Hkr G ⎣

(3)

j=1

Fig. 1.

K user pair symmetric relay interference channel

tions for the interference alignment in a K user pair symmetric
relay interference channel are discussed. Section IV describes
a two step closed form solution for the interference alignment
problem. Simulation results comparing the performance of the
proposed two step interference alignment algorithm with that of
other state of the art beamforming methods without interference
alignment are shown in the section V. Section VI concludes
the work. We use lower case letters for scalars and lower case
bold letters and upper case bold letters to denote vectors and
matrices, respectively. We define two subspaces to be linearly
independent if no vector in one subspace can be expressed as
a linear combination of the basis vectors of the other subspace.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Figure 1 shows the K user pair symmetric relay interference
channel. Each of the 2K nodes wants to transmit d data
streams to its corresponding partner, that is, a bidirectional
communication is assumed. There is no direct link between
the nodes. All the nodes have the same number N of antennas
and the relay has R antennas. The relay is assumed to be halfduplex. The two way relaying protocol [11] is considered in
order to reduce the loss in spectral efficiency due to the halfduplex relay. In the first phase called multiple access phase
(MAC phase), the transmitters transmit the signal to the relay
and in the second phase called broadcast phase (BC phase), the
relay broadcasts the signals to the destination. Let dj and Vj
denote the data symbols and the transmit beamforming matrix,
respectively, of node j. Let Hrj denote the MIMO channel
between the transmitter j to the relay. The noise at the relay is
denoted by the vector nr . The components of the noise vector
nr are i.i.d complex Gaussian random variables which follow
CN (0, σr2 ). The signal received at the relay is given by
r=

2K


Hrj Vj dj + nr .

(2)

j=1

Amplify and Forward (AF) relaying is assumed. The relay
multiplies the received signal with the relay processing matrix
G and broadcasts the resulting signal s defined by s = Gr. The

relay has a transmit power constraint defined by trace ssH ≤
Pr where Pr is the total transmit power available at the relay.
Let nk denote the noise at node k. The components of the noise
vector nk are i.i.d complex Gaussian random variables which
follow CN (0, σk2 ). The received signal at receiver k is denoted

where Hkr is the matrix denoting the channel between the relay
and node k. Without loss of generality, we can assume that node
i and node k are pairs which want to communicate with each
other for i = 1, 2, · · · K and k = i+K. Let nk = Hkr Gnr +nk
denote the effective noise at receiver k. Equation (3) can be
rewritten as ⎡
⎤
2K

yk = Hkr G ⎣Hri Vi di + Hrk Vk dk +
Hrj Vj dj ⎦ + nk .
j=1,j=i,k

(4)
In the above equation, the first and the second terms correspond
to the useful and the self-interference signals, respectively.
The third term corresponds to the unknown interference. Selfinterference can be perfectly cancelled at the receiver. Zero
forcing is performed at the receiver in order to suppress the
unknown interference. Let UH
k denote the zero forcing matrix
at receiver k. Then
the
estimated
data stream is given
⎡
⎤ by
d̂k =

⎣
UH
k Hkr G Hri Vi di

+

2K


j=1,j=i,k

Hrj Vj dj ⎦ + UH
k nk .

(5)
In order to decode the useful signal successfully, the unknown
interference should be within the ISS and the USS should be
linearly independent of the ISS and should be larger than or
equal to the dimension of the data vector dj . This means that
in equation (5), the following conditions need to be satisfied:


(6)
rank UH
k Hkr GHri Vi = d,
H
Uk Hkr GHrj Vj = 0
∀j = i, k.
(7)
The number N of antennas at the nodes and the number R of
antennas at the relay required for the alignment conditions to
be feasible are derived in the following section in three steps.
First, the number of antennas necessary at the relay station
for the transmission to be possible in the system is derived.
Secondly, the signal alignment at the relay is shown to be the
only possible solution for achieving the interference alignment
at the receivers. At last, the number of antennas necessary at
each node in order to achieve the alignment is derived.
III. I NTERFERENCE A LIGNMENT: F EASIBILITY
C ONDITIONS
A. Constraint on the Number of Relay Antennas
In this section, the minimum required number of antennas at
the relay is derived so that Kd streams can be transmitted in
each direction in the system. The relay interference channel
is a multiple keyhole channel. This can be clearly seen by
inspecting the effective channel matrix from the transmitters
to the receivers. For this purpose, consider one direction of
transmission through the relay. Let us consider the channels
from left to right in Figure 1 given by
⎡
⎤
HK+1,r
⎥
⎢
..
H=⎣
(8)
⎦ G Hr,1 · · · Hr,K .
.
H2K,r

The channel matrices Hk,r , Hr,k are assumed to be generic
without any special structure and of full rank. The relay
processing matrix G is assumed to be of full rank R. We
also assume that R < KN . For R ≥ KN , each node could
transmit N2 streams and the relay could perform transmit and
receive zero forcing. From the properties of the matrix rank, it
is clear that rank(H) = R. If each node wants to transmit d
data streams, Kd data streams need to be transmitted through
the keyhole channel H in total. This leads to the constraint
R ≥ Kd.

(9)

Vj = Hrj Vj .

The case R = Kd is considered in the present paper.
B. Signal Alignment at the Relay
In this section, assuming R = Kd, it will be shown that
in order to align the interferences at the receivers, the USS of
any transmitter needs to be aligned with the USS of its communication partner at the relay. We call this signal alignment.
The signal space of any given receiver k is of dimension N . In
order to satisfy the interference alignment conditions given by
equations (6) and (7), a USS of size d needs to be reserved for
the useful signal and all the interferences should be within the
ISS of size N −d. The self interference is assumed to be known
and can easily be perfectly cancelled at the receiver. Hence,
there are 2(K − 1)d interfering data streams at the receiver.
The channel matrix between the relay and receiver k is a linear
map if R ≤ N and is a linear projection if R > N . Hence, the
ISS at the receiver k corresponds to a subspace of maximum
dimension R − d = Kd − d = (K − 1)d at the relay. All
the 2(K − 1)d interfering streams should lie in this (K − 1)d
dimensional ISS at the relay and the d dimensional USS should
be linearly independent of ISS at the relay. Similar conditions
hold for each of the receiver k = 1, 2 · · · 2K and lead to the
condition that at the relay, the USS of each of the nodes must
align with the USS of its communication partner. Equivalently,
we can say that at the relay, the useful signals from each of
the nodes should span the same d dimensional subspace as its
communication partner. This is expressed by the equation:
span (Hri Vi ) = span (Hrk Vk )

1) MAC phase: In the MAC phase, each node needs to
choose its transmit beamforming matrix Vj for j = 1, 2 · · · 2K
such that the useful signal, when transmitted through the
channel, spans the same subspace as its partner’s signal at the
relay. Any vector transmitted from node j to the relay will lie
in the subspace spanned by the columns of the matrix Hrj at
the relay. This subspace can be viewed as an N dimensional
subspace Sjr in the R dimensional space. The columns of the
matrix Hrj form a basis for this subspace. Let the columns of
Vj denote the receive signatures at the relay defined by

(10)

where i = 1, 2, · · · K and k = i + K.
C. Constraint on the Number of Transmit Antennas
In this section, the condition on the number N of antennas
at each of the nodes is derived. Knowing that the interfering
signals need to be pairwise aligned at the relay, we can
derive the condition on N based on two constraints. The first
constraint is that during the MAC phase, each node should be
able to align its USS with its corresponding partner’s USS at
the relay. The second constraint is that during the BC phase,
the receiver space has to be sufficiently large such that the relay
can align the interferences in the ISS at each of the receivers. In
the following subsections, these two constraints are considered
and the conditions on N are derived.

(11)

Then Vj is a d-dimensional subspace within Sjr . In order to
satisfy equation (10), we need to find a d-dimensional subspace
that lies in Sjr and Skr . In other words, the intersection of
Sjr and Skr should be at least d dimensional. Equivalently, the
columns of the matrix Hrjk = [Hrj Hrk ] should have at least d
column vectors that are linearly dependent on the other column
vectors. As all channel matrices are assumed to be of full rank,
the columns of Hrj and Hrk are each linearly independent.
The rank of the matrix Hrjk is given by min(R, 2N ). If
2N > R, then the rank of the matrix is R. This implies that
2N − R columns of Hrjk are linearly dependent on the other
R columns. For d dependent columns, 2N − R ≥ d. Hence
(K + 1)
d.
(12)
2
A similar derivation for the 3-user MIMO Y channel MAC
phase is also available in [5].
2) BC Phase: In the BC phase, the relay processing matrix
G has to be designed such that at each receiver all the
interference signals lie in an N −d dimensional ISS. Let Vj′ be
the transmit beamforming matrix corresponding to the aligned
signal of the pair (j, k) at the relay. Then, Vj′ is defined by
N≥

Vj′ = GVj
(13)


H
where j = 1, 2, · · · K and trace Vj′ V′ j ≤ PKr . Pr is the
total transmit power available at the relay. At each receiver we
need to align (K − 1)d interferences in an N − d dimensional
subspace. Counting the number of constraints similar to the
procedure described in [3], [4], we get the number of constraints
in the system to be Nc = 2Kd(Kd − N ). There are d(R − d))
free variables in each matrix Vj′ , leading to Nv = Kd(R − d)
variables in the system. For the system to have a solution, Nv ≥
Nc must hold. From the above two equations we get the same
constraint as in equation (12).
D. Degrees of Freedom
In this section, we derive the number of data streams per
time slot which can be transmitted interference free in a K
user pair symmetric relay interference
 channel. Equation (12)
can be rewritten as K ≤ 2N
−
1
. Therefore, the maximum
d
number of data streams per time slot that can be transmitted
free of interference in the system is given by
DRIC = 2N − d.

(14)

Now consider a K user symmetric interference channel [1]
without a relay where each node has N antennas and wants to
transmit d data streams. From [3], [4], the total number of data
streams per time slot which can be transmitted in the system
is given by 2N − d which is the same as equation (14).
IV. P ROPOSED I NTERFERENCE A LIGNMENT A LGORITHM
A two step interference alignment algorithm to achieve the
alignment solution in a K user pair relay interference channel is
described in this section. In the MAC phase, signal alignment
is done. In the BC phase, based on the alignment made in
the first step, the channels are forced to be aligned pair-wise
resulting in a single effective channel per pair. We call this
channel alignment. After the channel alignment, transmit zero
forcing can be used to achieve the alignment solution at the
receivers.
A. MAC Phase: Signal Alignment
In this section, a method to achieve the signal alignment at
the relay is described. The alignment of the USSs of one pair is
independent of the alignment of the USSs of other pairs. Hence,
at the relay the alignment subspace of one pair will be almost
surely linearly independent of the alignment subspace of the
other pairs. Consider the pair (j, k). In order to satisfy equation
(10), we need to find the intersection subspace between the
subspaces corresponding to Hrj and Hrk . Assuming that there
exist intersections between these two subspaces, the following
will be satisfied:
 
Cj
Hr,j − Hr,k .
=0
(15)
Ck
where Cj and Ck are complex coefficient matrices of size N ×
d. Let H′rjk = [Hr,j − Hr,k ]. Then
 


Cj
(16)
= null H′rjk
Ck

here null(.) denotes the null space of the matrix within the
brackets. Choosing Vj and Vk from span{Cj } and span{Ck },
respectively, we get the beamforming matrices such that at the
relay, the USS of each node aligns with the USS of its partner.
After the signal alignment, there are only Kd effective data
streams at the relay.

B. BC Phase: Channel Alignment
In this section, a method to choose the transmit beamforming
matrices at the relay and the receive zero forcing matrices at
the receivers during the broadcast phase is described. In the
broadcast phase, the transmit beamforming matrices Vj′ for j =
1, 2 · · · K need to be chosen such that at each of the receivers,
all the interferences are within the ISS and the useful signal
is within the USS. This is achieved through channel alignment
followed by transmit zero forcing. Consider the pair (j, k). If
we can design the receive beamforming matrices such that

 H


(17)
span UH
j Hjr = span Uk Hkr

is guaranteed, then zero forcing the effective channel defined by
UH
j Hjr of one node will also zero force the effective channel

of its partner. Hence, we have only K effective channels. This
constraint is similar to the signal alignment constraint in the
MAC phase. The method described in section IV-A can be
used to determine the receive zero forcing matrices. As the
relay has R = Kd antennas and wants to transmit d effective
data streams to each pair, transmit zero forcing can be done at
H
the relay to nullify the interferences. Let UH
k = Uk Hkr . Then
the transmit zero forcing matrix is given by
V′ = U−1
(18)
H

′
where U = U1 , · · · , UK
and V′ = [V1′ , · · · , VK
]. After
channel alignment followed by transmit zero forcing, if we look
at the signal space of any receiver k, all the (K − 1)d effective
interfering streams will be in an ISS of maximum dimension
N − d. This subspace will be the orthogonal complement of
the subspace spanned by the corresponding zero forcing matrix
UH
k . In case of d > 1, each of the beamforming matrices can
be chosen to be a unitary matrix, optimization of which is left
for future work.
V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, we compare the sum rate performance of
the interference alignment scheme proposed in this paper with
two reference schemes which are described below. For the
simulation, we consider a 3 user pair scenario. Each node wants
to transmit one data stream to its communication partner. From
the feasibility conditions derived in section III, we need at
least 3 antennas at the relay and 2 antennas at each node.
In total 6 data streams are transmitted in two time slots.
Two reference methods are considered to assess the sum rate
performance of the interference alignment scheme. The first
reference method is based on ANOMAX proposed in [12] for
a two way relaying scenario. As this method is for a single pair
of nodes, different pairs are separated by time division multiple
access (TDMA). The second reference method is based on pairwise zero forcing. As the relay has 3 antennas, 4 data streams
can be pair-wise transmit and receive zero forced by the relay.
Consequently, in two time slots two pairs can transmit their
signals. Each node utilizes its antennas to transmit its respective
data stream in the direction of the largest singular value. At the
relay the data streams of each pair are pair-wise receive and
transmit zero forced. Again TDMA is used to separate different
sets of pairs. In the two reference methods described above, 4
data streams are transmitted in two time slots. The antennas
in the system could be used either to increase the DoF or to
improve the diversity gain in the system. Interference alignment
aims at maximizing the degrees of freedom (DoF) in the system,
while the two reference schemes aim at improving the signal
quality.
Figure 2 shows the sum rate performance of each method as
a function of P/σ 2 . P is the transmit power at each node in the
IA method. In the ANOMAX and ZF schemes, as the nodes are
sometimes silent due the TDMA, the powers available at each
node are scaled to 3P and 3P/2, respectively, in order to have a
fair comparison. The noise power at each node is assumed to be
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the sum rate performance for a 3 user pairs scenario
with N = 2, R = 3 and d = 1

Fig. 3. Comparison of the sum rate performance for a 5 user pairs scenario
with N = 6, R = 10 and d = 2

same and is denoted by σ 2 = σr2 = σk2 . The relay has a transmit
power P in all three cases. The MIMO channel matrices
between the nodes and the relay are normalized such that in the
IA scheme, on an average, the transmitted signal power is the
same as the received signal power. The sum rate is calculated
as an average value from 105 channel realizations generated
randomly using the i.i.d frequency-flat Rayleigh fading MIMO
channel model [13].
In case of the IA scheme, 3/2 DoF are achieved in the
system while when using the other schemes, only one DoF is
achieved. However, the other two schemes utilize the antennas
to improve the signal quality. This can be clearly seen in Figure
2. ANOMAX and the pair-wise zero forcing based methods
perform better at low SNR and the IA scheme performs better
at high SNR. The gain of the IA scheme is much higher if
the number of nodes and the number of data streams per node
increases in the system. This can be observed in Figure 3 where
5 user pairs want to transmit 2 data streams to each of their
partners.
Remark: For a fair comparison we have scaled the powers
of each node in the reference schemes to a higher value. In
reality, it may occur that each of the nodes has limited transmit
power. In this case, the sum rate performances of the reference
schemes will shift towards the right and the gain of the IA
scheme will further increase.

zero forcing in the second step is proposed. The sum rate
performance of the proposed method is better than that of the
considered reference methods without interference alignment at
high SNR.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the feasibility conditions for the interference
alignment in a K user pair symmetric relay interference channel
are derived. If the relay has R = Kd antennas, each of
d antennas in order to
the nodes needs at least N = (K+1)
2
transmit d data streams to its communication partner. Through
the interference alignment scheme described in the paper, the
number of data streams per time slot which can be transmitted
interference free in the system is given by DRIC = 2N −d. This
is the same number as that in a K user symmetric interference
channel. It is shown that in order to align the interferences
within the ISS at each of the receivers, signal alignment has to
be done at the relay. A two step algorithm with signal alignment
in the first step and channel alignment followed by transmit
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